
How can we/you be creating passing laws on something that hasn't actually been decided yet and 

may never happen? In event of a no deal Brexit is a line used. We won't now that till March and yet 

here we are making laws for it. Having a plan isn't bad but using that as an excuse is wrong. 

Remarkable like banning bull bars because the rest of the world is going to and nobody else did! 

Also how can you pass a law when you don't know how it is going to work and what is going to be 

tested? I'm going to pass a law that is going to make everyone wear an item of clothing but I'm not 

going to tell you what! 

Who is going to run these tests garages or the States? How are people going to cope testing 100,000 

cars every 3 years? Everything, nothing nothing, everything. 

Since an MOT in the UK is £65 and over here is suggested £60 (lets face it the garages aren't going to 

charge £40 if they can charge £60) Then no doubt GST will be added so another tax on a tax in reality 

it will be £65 we're basically paying the VAT price so even the States are now agreeing charging us 

VAT prices is acceptable. 

There is a line saying this is for the environment, this is nothing to do with the environment it is far 

more green to keep an old car on the road than it is build a new one. 

How do you also justify another charge/cost/expense/increase of cost of living on the less well off of 

the island when this makes no difference to the well off that replace their cars regularly? People will 

also then also incur expense because they're going to have to take time off work to take their cars to 

the testing centre/garage because it's only going to be done in normal working hours so there's a 

double hit for the consumer. 

  


